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Recent developments in the US capital markets, including a new level of interest by a growing social-impact investment community, have led to larger pools of external capital, particularly equity-like capital, in leveraged ESOP transactions. This is a new and welcome development for ESOP transactions, which traditionally use “seller” financing (see below). But it poses novel and important challenges for ESOP fiduciaries.

Although external capital likely will be used in 100% S-Corporation ESOP transactions, this article addresses fiduciary issues that arise when non-ESOP, external capital sources participate in any leveraged ESOP transaction. These new capital sources will need to familiarize themselves with the standards fiduciaries use to evaluate and approve ESOP transactions. ESOP Trustees will need to work with these new outside investors to ensure that transactions meet the ‘adequate consideration’ standard of ERISA’s exemption for ESOP stock purchases.

Since the inception of S-Corporation ESOP designs in 1998, capital to support conversions to 100 % ESOP ownership has been dominated by “seller” financing. Seller financing is where the last (or most subordinated) tranche of capital is supplied by the “host” ESOP company’s former owner(s). Although there is no ERISA prohibition against using seller financing, this form of
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financing can introduce questions about whether fair market value was paid or whether the terms of the seller financing affect the Trustee’s fiduciary obligations to the ESOP, particularly an ESOP with a 100% ownership interest. The terms of seller financing have, with increasing frequency, become a focus of DOL and private-party claims for breached of fiduciary duty.

In litigation cases, courts evaluate claims for breach of fiduciary duty by examining the process the trustee employed in implementing the subject ESOP transaction. In many litigation cases, plaintiffs challenge the fair market value of both the financial consideration received by the sellers and the stock purchased by the ESOP. Plaintiffs often make the argument, which we believe is misguided, that privately negotiated transactions – even those negotiated at arms-length – ignore objective market standards. Although courts have accepted that ERISA requires the “fair market value” standard to be used for purposes of determining adequate consideration, the DOL has never published standards for determining fair market value, and the lack of guidance creates significant exposure for ESOP trustees. This paper suggests that the arrival of new external capital financing pools to fund leveraged ESOP transactions might introduce the added benefit of reducing the number of claims that accuse ESOP trustees of failing to negotiate at arm’s-length.

Every ESOP fiduciary should be familiar with ERISA’s adequate consideration exemption required to implement an ESOP through acquiring loans from the sponsoring company, i.e. by definition a “party in interest.” Historically, the established ESOP industry standards to meet the adequate consideration standard of ERISA were derived from IRS estate and gift tax regulations, Rev 59-60, the 1988 DOL proposed adequate consideration regulations, Federal court ERISA case findings of law, and more recently the DOL Settlement Agreements. The industry-accepted standards for both ERISA’s due-diligence process requirement, the “prudent man” rule and economic-substance requirement, the fair market value as determined by the “willing buyer, willing seller” rule arise from the fact that in the most leveraged ESOP transactions a purchase process takes place – one that is characterized as “comparable” to auction-market purchase but lacks certain elements of an auction market. In a leveraged ESOP transaction, namely that the ESOP has no capital and must borrow virtually all of its capital from the sponsoring company or third-party capital sources to fund its stock purchase. In
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these cases, which constitute the vast majority of ESOP leveraged transactions, the Trustee must determine not only the fair market value (FMV) of the stock being purchased, but also what terms and conditions meet a hypothetical market standard for the ESOP debt being used to buy the stock. 12 With the senior secured debt there are broad and deep markets for this needed capital and therefore its pricing and terms very seldom present fiduciaries with significant issues. However, with a very limited market to provide financing for the most subordinated tranche of debt, the synthetic equity, this financing is most often supplied by the sellers. That limited market negotiation can present fiduciaries with significant challenges regarding both the pricing of company’s stock and derivative warrants, the synthetic equity terms and covenants and their impact on corporate governance.

Informed, disciplined, and reasonable buyers can, and often do, differ on the financial value of a company and the acceptable terms of an investment transaction. Using similar due-diligence procedures, examining the same historical and projected financial data and employing similar valuation methodologies, buyers often differ on a company’s market value and acceptable terms and covenants for a given transaction. Historically, the DOL and class-action attorneys have questioned the adequacy of the Trustee’s due diligence process, the valuation methodology, and the fairness conclusions, principally where actual financial outcomes differed from projected outcomes. 13 In these cases, it can often be an unforeseen internal or external event (e.g. exit of key engineering talent, or the arrival of a disruptive technological innovation, or unanticipated market performance) that causes the underperformance.

No amount of due diligence, experience, and discipline in valuation will result in perfect pricing. Underlying economic facts, which are used to price an asset, are never fully knowable at the time of pricing. More importantly, unanticipated events post-transaction will and very often do materially affect economic outcomes. But the entry of external auction market participants, and new pools of capital that have an appetite for the synthetic equity of leveraged ESOP transactions, 14 presents a promising opportunity to more fully realize direct market related

evidence for both the company’s stock price and the terms and covenants for the ESOP’s synthetic equity financing for fiduciaries and the beneficiaries they protect.

ERISA requires that the ESOP pay no more than adequate consideration for the stock it purchases in an ESOP transaction.15 Evidence of an auction market for stock has satisfied the DOL that the adequate-consideration test was met.16 These new pools of capital qualify as auction-market participants when they invest in an ESOP transaction. A sponsoring company making use of this new source of capital can employ a selection process, which should materially mitigate concerns about the adequacy of the consideration. This is because the external investors will employ their own, external standards for due diligence, asset pricing, and terms setting.

In its Alpha Consulting Group settlement agreement the DOL directed that the fiduciary determine, “Whether both seller financing and financial institution financing was considered and whether the loans sought from financial institutions were within the amounts the financial institution was willing to loan.”17 It remains to be seen whether the arrival of this new source of potential financing will have a material effect on ability of fiduciaries to market test the pricing, terms and covenants of the “seller” financing or synthetic equity that have been the focus of DOL and private-party challenges. These include, for example, challenges to corporate-governance structures in place after a control ESOP transaction. Although many ERISA attorneys believe that Congress did not envision ESOP’s exercising operating control of a company after a control transaction, plaintiffs often allege that the post-transaction governance structure was somehow not prudent for the ESOP or its participants. These new external sources of financing might demand changes to corporate governance structures that will be responsive to the scrutiny that has animated the DOL and private-plaintiffs. There exists today a pool of over $2B of external-risk capital (i.e. synthetic equity) that has an appetite to participate in ESOP transactions.18 Additional, substantial social-impact capital waits in the wings to add resources.19 Subject to standards of ESOP Trustee control, particularly in control ESOPs, pool members can invest in both “control” and minority positions.20 These investment pools are experienced and have records of successful investing.21 They employ
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current, private-market standards of due diligence, asset pricing, terms setting, and corporate governance. ESOP professionals and the ESOP fiduciary community should actively seek out these new capital sources to see if they can mitigate exposure to three sources of risk; to the routine risk associated with due diligence and valuation processes, to judgments of adequate consideration applied to capital sources funding ESOP transaction, and finally to corporate governance and unexpected post transaction unanticipated events.
